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Transitions and Thanks From the Civil
Aviation Medical Association's New
Incoming President
BY SUSAN NORTHRUP, M.D.
I 'D LIKE TO THANK YOU ALL FOR GIVING ME THEopportunity to serve as your President! I amdeeply honored and humbled by the respon-
sibility. I will do my best to continue on the path
set by David Bryman and Jim Almand maintaining
CAMA's voice for civil aviation medicine. I appreci-
ate those of you who have volunteered to assist me
and the organization in this quest.
As you can tell from my name being on this
byline, I have passed the duties of Editor to
President-Elect, Dr. James Heins. I encourage
each and every one of you to send him articles
and/or case presentations.
Being your editor is a major task! Not only do
you have to meet a schedule for publication, but
keeping it relevant to the membership is daunting!
We would really like to know what you want to see.
We do not want this publication to become "the
world according to Susan or Jim.
The San Diego meeting was a wonderful experi-
ence — top notch speakers, wonderful company,
good food, AND the U.S.S. Midway! We were
Continued on page 2
Safety in Aviation and Safety in
Hospitals, Part II
Comparing the Safety Records of Hospitals
and Flying
BY JAMES LABAGNARA, M.D., FACS
Vice President, Medical Affairs, St. Joseph's
Healthcare System
This is the conclusion of a two-part series and is
reprinted, with permission, from the St. Joseph's
Healthcare System newsletter. Some of the key points
made in Part I:
• A review of 37 million medical records revealed that
as many as 195,000 patients in U.S. hospitals died each
year of preventable medical errors during 2000, 2001,
and 2002. Estimated annual costs associated with these
deaths ranged from 17 to 39 billion dollars.
• Annual airline deaths are consistently less than 100.
The odds of being in a fatal commercial aircraft accident
are 1 in 2.2 million. For airlines to stay in business, the
public must accept that the industry is safe. We would
be very likely not to fly if the number of fatalities began
to approach the safety records of hospitals.
• In the airline industry, even a near-perfect success
rate is not good enough. In health care, the current
death rate from preventable accidents is somehow
acceptable.
• There are enormous financial incentives to improve
the quality of both industries.
Continued on page 4
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President's Column From page 1
able, with the work of Dave
Bryman, Jim Harris, Fred
Tilton, and Dick Jones, to
obtain Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration AME Seminar
credit for the meeting.
That was a culmination
of several years of dedicated Susan
work and negotiation. We will have the
same benefit for our members next year
in Oklahoma City.
Kudos to Dave Bryman, Jim Harris,
Alex Woolbrink, and Estol R. Belflower
for their work on the scientific program.
The program just keeps getting better!
We do have some significant chal-
lenges (but exciting opportunities) to
face in the future. Periodicity of ex-
aminations is being actively discussed.
The concept of a "Super AME" with
additional special issuance authority
is being considered. The number of
AMEs is decreasing. Congress has
placed airman user fees in the appro-
priations bill. This would require an
airman to pay the FAA, in addition
to the AME, for a medical certificate.
CAMA will be following all these issues
and report back to you, the members,
as they unfold.
Northrup
As I s t a ted above ,
CAMA's executive team is
dedicated to keeping our
organization relevant to you
and your practice. We want
to hear from you with your
suggestions or areas you
would like to discuss.
Finally, I'd like to publicly thank
some very special people:
1. Jim and Sammie Harris con-
tinue to dedicate hours to the
organization. They are the key to
CAMA's success on a daily basis.
2. JanetSanner,atamoment'sno-
tice, developed a spouses' program
in San Diego. I heard nothing but
compliments about the outings!
3. And, last but not least, David
Bryman, for two years of dedi-
cated service as President.
David is a class act, and he leaves
pretty big shoes to fill! I consider
myself very fortunate to have worked
closely with him for the past two
years. The Civil Aviation Medical As-
sociation and I are very lucky he has
agreed to stay on as one of the VPs
for Education and Training.
FP
Bird Award Presented
to Fred Tilton
The 2007 Forrest M. and
Pamela Bird Award was pre-
sented to Fred Tilton, M.D., in
recognition for his "exceptional
contributions to the safety of
civil aviation."
Dr. Tilton, the Federal Air
Surgeon, was present to accept
the award at the Association's
Annual Scientific Meeting in
San Diego.
The award further recognized
that Dr. Tilton exercised "excel-
lent clinical judgment, logic and
common sense in the adminis-
tration of the Federal Aviation
Administration's Office of Aero-
space Medicine. At all times, he
has applied balanced and even-
handed standards to applications
and decisions, which would have
jeopardized public safety. He is
recognized for his many years of
dedicated service to civil aviation
medicine."
CEREMONIAL PASSING
OF THE SAVEL Incoming
CAMA president, Or. Susan
Northrup, brandishes the gavel
predecessor Or. David Bryman
sent her way during the annual
meeting.
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CAMA Annual Meeting Successful
BY DAVID BRYMAN, D.O., FCAMA
Past President, CAMA
THE CIVIL AVIATION MEDICALAssociation's annual meetingwas held in San Diego and
was very successful in many ways.
This was the first joint FAA/CAMA
meeting that FAA credit was given to
Aviation Medical Examiners attending
the program.
The FAA portion was tested to fulfill
FAA requirements, and the lectures
proved to be interesting and valuable
to practicing AMEs. One of the high
points was a panel called "Would
You Fly With This Pilot?" Hopefully,
this will be the first of many CAMA-
sponsored FAA AME seminars.
This year's seminar was highlighted
by the Jim Harris' retirement after 17
years of dedicated service to CAMA.
Jim was recognized at our Honors
Night dinner on Saturday night. We
were pleased to have Jim address the
group as our speaker for that evening.
As most of you know, Jim will be re-
tiring, and Dave Millett will be our new
incoming Executive Vice-President.
Also, CAMA has a new president, Dr
Susan Northrup. Under their guidance
we can be assured that CAMA will be
moving forward, as there is much work
to be done.
CAMA's Board of Trustees met
during the seminar and spent consid-
erable time on critical agenda items.
One very important topic was that of
possibly expanding the authority to
first-rate AMEs. These "Super AMEs"
will be allowed to issue certain special
issuances that were initially done in
Oklahoma City. These AMEs will help
streamline the certification process and
shorten the wait for pilots with more
complicated medical problems. The
program is still in the initial stages, and
the CAMA Board was unanimously
supportive of the idea.
This seminar attracted many new
members to CAMA. We welcome these
new members and anticipate that our
organization will continue to grow.
J im H a r r i s
has a goal for
1,000 CAMA
members. We
would like to
prove Jim right
on this vision,
and hopefully the joint FAA/CAMA
meetings will help us reach that goal.
I would like to thank all our speakers
for great topics and excellent presenta-
tions. It takes dedication and motiva-
tion to participate as a speaker. None
of CAMA's speakers are paid by the
organization, so we thank them for vol-
unteering and for going the extra mile
and making the seminar possible.
There are many fine pilot member-
ship organizations like the Experimental
Aircraft Association, Aircraft Owners
and Pilots Association, and so on, that
pilots find education, information, and
fellowship regarding issues important
to general aviation. These groups
are also excellent resources for pilot
medical questions/sinformation and
guidance. However, CAMA is the only
organization dedicated to the Aviation
Medical Examiner.
CAMA should be and aspires to
be a leading voice in Civil Aviation
Medicine, both domestically and inter-
nationally. CAMA members have been
active in leading and voicing opinions
on recent key topics such as Age 60,
periodicity, and now the "super AME
concept." With our close affiliation to
key organizations such as FAA, Aero-
space Medical Association, and the
Airline Medical Directors Association,
we are in an excellent position to move
forward, expand our membership, and
improve the quality of our already
excellent seminars.
We look forward to new articles,
new ideas, and new insights. Please
send them to our new editor, Dr. Jim
Heins, or to Dr. Northrup.
FP
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HOSPITAL from page 1
Industry Similarities
IN BOTH THE AVIATION and health-care industries, errors can leadto maiming injury and death.
Most catastrophes result from a chain
of errors, rarely a single event. An
observer who becomes a participant
can break the chain of errors. Each
of us can see things about to hap-
pen, and we can intervene to change
the course of events. Each industry
provides its service though use of a
crew or team. Teamwork is essential
and the chain of authority must be
clear. The pilot is 'in charge,' but
others have the right and obligation
to question authority if a catastrophe
is imminent. While death is always
a possible outcome, the risk must
be extremely small. Any person can
break the chain of errors and change
the outcome. Passengers who have
noticed something wrong when
looking out the window and advised
the crew have prevented accidents.
Hospital personnel can also break
the chain of errors when witnessing
something wrong. Each of the 52
contacts with a patient in the course
of a day is an opportunity to make
an error or to prevent one.
Industry Differences
Ten major airlines handle more
than 95% of the passenger miles.
Each airline selects from the same
pilot pool; equipment and initial and
recurrent training are identical. There
are more than 6,000 hospitals owned
by over 1,000 firms. Physicians come
from very varied ethnic, cultural,
and educational backgrounds. An
individualistic, anecdotal approach
to the practice of medicine is often
acceptable. The delivery of healthcare
has too little standardization. Each
organization and each clinician may
have a completely different approach
to common problems.
Solutions
Hospitals can improve safety by
continuing to follow the methods
that have made commercial aviation
the gold standard in safety systems.
1. Standardized processes in avia-
tion should translate into standard-
ized practices in medicine. CORE
Measures, treatment guidelines, and
evidence-based medicine are practical
examples already in progress. Indi-
vidualistic treatment by physicians
based on anecdotal experience is no
longer acceptable.
2. Standardized responses to
events and emergencies are prac-
ticed routinely in the airlines. Code,
disaster, fire and emergency drills
should be routine in hospitals. Rapid
Response Teams, response to infant
abductions, and patient emergencies
allow healthcare providers to elimi-
nate inconsistencies.
3. Anticipation of complexity
and risk assessment is also practiced
in aviation. Worst-case scenarios
are planned for and rehearsed. En-
gine failure on takeoff is a favorite.
Medicine requires a heightened
sense of awareness in patients with
co-morbidities, infants and fragile
medical conditions. Our standard-
ized Preoperative Medical Evaluation
form addresses the relative risk of
patients undergoing major surgical
procedures.
4. The goal of the aviation in-
dustry is to continually improve
reliability and safety while reducing
errors. Until recently, hospitals were
fairly complacent in this regard. We
now have all departments and per-
sonnel aware of patient safety goals,
reducing errors, quality measures,
and performance improvement.
5. Basic hand washing is ex-
tremely important in preventing and
transferring infections. Always use
sterile technique when performing
invasive procedures and inserting
central lines.
6. Increased awareness of the
problem of medical errors and patient
safety makes all of us participants in
improving safety and reducing errors.
We must not accept errors in hospi-
tals and bad outcomes as inevitable.
7. Involve patients and families in
their care. Patients should ask what
medications they are receiving and
what they are for. Why is the test or
procedure being done? The patient
should identify the surgical site and
side.
8. Always use established pro-
cesses for secure patient verification
and correct surgical site and side
identification in an unambiguous
fashion.
9. Become a participant in error
reduction and injury avoidance. If a
patient does not 'look rights' call the
Rapid Response Team. If side rails
are down, put them up. If a needle
or syringe is found on a bed, dispose
of it properly. If a confused patient is
wondering about, make sure he gets
to his room safely.
10. Early identification of patients
at high risk for DVTs , PEs or post-
operative wound infections.
The public perception of the
aviation industry is of safety and ef-
ficiency with the bonus of a welcome
destination at the end of the trip.
Hospitals must create the same per-
ception of a safe journey while being
treated for an illness, followed by the
welcome destination of getting home
again and all the better for it.
FP
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Civil Aviation Medical Association
SUSTAINING, CORPORATE, AND LIFE MEMBERS
The financial resources of individual member dues alone cannot sustain the Association's pursuit of its broad
goals and objectives. Its fifty-plus-year history is documented by innumerable contributions toward aviation
health and safety that have become a daily expectation by airline passengers worldwide. Support from private
and commercial sources is essential for CAMA to provide one of its most important functions: that of educa-
tion. The following support CAMA through corporate and sustaining memberships:
James R. Almand Jr., M.D.
Stephen V. A. Blizzard, M.D.
John R. Capurro, M.D.
George H. Coupe, D.O.
James N. Heins, M.D.
Gordon L. Ritter, D.O.
Christian Steindl, M.D.
Sustaining Members
Forrest M. Bird, M.D., Ph.D.
Per-Johan Cappelen, M.D.
A. Duane Catterson, M.D.
Gary E. Crump, P.A.
David P. Milieu, M.D.
Robert A. Stein, M.D.
P.W. "Bill" Terrell, M.D.
H. Stacy Vereen, M.D.
Jeffrey M. Bishop, M.D.
Halford R. Conwell, M.D.
Frank J. Ceravolo, M.D.
Daniel M. Dietrich, M.D.
Hugh O'Neill, M.D.
Jan Stepanek, M.D.
James L. Tucker Jr., M.D.
Banyan International Corporation
P.O. Box 1779
Abilene, TX 70604-1779
Medaire, Inc.
80 East Rio Salado Parkway
Suite 610
Tempe.AZ 85281-9107
Percussion Aire Corp.
P.O. Box 817
Forrest M. Bird, M.D., Pres.
Sandpoint, ID 83864-0817
Corporate Members
Continental Airlines
9900 Richmond Ave.
Houston, TX 77210-4807
Sanofi Aventis
Kathleen B. Briggs
300 Dogleg Drive
Williamsburg, VA 23188-7409
Rummel Eye Care, PC.
1022 Willow Creek Rd.
Prescott,AZ 86301-1642
Harvey Watt & Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 20787
Atlanta, GA 30320
Data Transformation Corp.
108-D Greentree Road
Turnersville, NJ 08012
Stereo Optical Company
3539 North Kenton Avenue
Chicago, IL 60641-3819
Phone: 800-344-9500
Titmus Optical
3311 Corporate Drive
Petersburg, VA 23805-9288
Frank H. Austin, M.D.
Dottie Hildbrand Trembly, R.N.
Andrew H. Miller, M.D.
Thomas Nguyen, M.D.
Robert M. Roeshman, M.D.
Rodney D. Steward, M.D.
Lars Tjensvoll, M.D.
Life Members
Halford R. Conwell, M.D.
Ernst J. Hollman, M.D.
David P. Millett, M.D.
Michael G. Nosko, M.D., Ph.D.
Mark S. Rubin, M.D.
M. Young Stokes III, M.D.
Harold N. Walgren, M.D.
Donna Ewy, M.D.
Stephen M. Kirkland, M.D.
Story Musgrave, M.D.
Michael A. Pimentel, D.O.
Kazuhito Shimada, M.D.
Salil C. Tiwari, M.D.
Alex M. Wolbrink, M.D.
Thank you for supporting the Civil Aviation Medical Association
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Are You a Risk Taker or
a Risk Manager?
All our activities involve an
assessment of risk versus benefit
BY DAVID BRYMAN, D.O., FCAMA
Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
FAA, Transport Canada, JAA
Australia CASA
1RECENTLY TOLD A COLLEAGUEthat I ride motorcycles on thedays I'm not flying my Piper
Warrior. She looked at me and said
that I was obviously a "risk taker." I
quickly corrected her and explained
that I am a risk manager — not a
risk taker.
All our activities involve an as-
sessment of risk versus benefit. This
idea holds true in medicine as well as
aviation activities. For example, the
treatment of a disease should be less
risky than the disease itself. A good
example of this is with elective surgery
for weight loss. If your weight is not
high enough for the surgery, then the
proposed treatment may be riskier
than the disease. Same idea may hold
true for aggressive surgical treatment of
prostate cancer in a very old patient.
As far as aviation is concerned
(according to an article in JAMA
04/11/2007), the fatal crash rate is
1.31 crashes per 100,000 flight hours.
To put that in perspective, general
aviation risk is 82 times the rate for
commercial airlines. In Alaska, the
crash rate is nearly 3 times that of the
national average. Alcohol-impaired
flying is a well-established risk fac-
tor for general aviation crashes. In
fact, if a pilot has a history of a DUI,
his/her risk of an aviation accident is
increased by 43%. (This is why the
FAA is interested in your history of
DUIs on your medical form).
A look at recent data on medi-
cal risks for flying revealed that the
incidence of sudden incapacitation
from cardiovascular disease for the
general aviation pilot is 1.7 crashes per
100,000 pilots per year and increases
with age. Other risk factors include:
male pilot, inexperience, older age,
non-conformist flying behavior, and
prior accidents and violations.
As an AME, I have an interest in
crashes that are due to medical causes.
A search of the NTSB records recently
revealed that there were 771 crashes
in 2005 of pilots that hold a 3rd class
medical certificate. (I realize that this
doesn't represent all accidents in small
aircraft, but I thought if I limited my
search to 3rd class medical holders it
would give us a general idea of the
accidents involving private pilots.)
The results of the search can be
seen in the chart below.
It is interesting to note that 56%
of these accidents (14 out of 25) in-
volved drugs (illegal or inappropriate
use) or alcohol as either a cause or
factor in the accident. Perhaps bet-
ter education or even drug screening
would be helpful in reducing these ac-
cidents. Although, I find it somewhat
intuitive that taking drugs before
flying is probably a bad idea.
The above medical list accounts for
a small percentage of total crashes. In
fact, the medical causes of crashes are
less than 1% of all aircraft crashes.
This means than 99% are due to
other factors. The largest number
of these crashes is attributed to pilot
error and human factors.
A risk taker does a poor job in
planning a flight and assuring that
he/she and the aircraft are airworthy.
Continued on page 14
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Category
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Student
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Student
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Pilot
Student
Student
Pilot
Subject
Fatigue (conditions conducive to
pilot fatigue)
Fatigue (lack of sleep)
Fatigue (lack of sleep)
Impairment (alcohol)
Impairment (alcohol)
Impairment (alcohol)
Impairment (drugs)
Impairment (drugs)
Impairment (drugs)
Impairment (drugs)
Impairment (drugs)
Impairment (drugs)
Impairment (drugs)
Incapacitation (CV)
Incapacitation (CV)
Other psychological condition
Physical impairment
Physical impairment
Physical impairment (stroke)
Psychological condition
Use of inappopriate med/drug
Use of inappropriate med/drug
Cause or Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Cause
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor
Cause
Cause
Factor
Factor
Factor
Cause
Factor
Factor
Factor
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STEREO OPTICAL, A TRUSTED NAME
VISION SCREENING
OPTEC® 2000/2500 VISION TESTER FEATURES
Forehead Rest Pressure Bar
Ensures proper patient position.
(Includes disposable forehead tissues.)
Controlled Lighting
For the most accurate
color vision testing
available.
Peripheral Test (optional)
Test vision on a horizontal
plane. Stimuli at 85, 70,
and 55 degrees temporal
and nasal.
Distance/Near Lens Systems
Two separate testing ports
for accurate distance and near testing
Test at 32 inches for
intermediate testing.*
Lightweight, Portable
Built in handle for easy
transport.
Side Access Doors
For easy patient/instructor
interaction.
f Near/Far Point indicators
II Illuminates at proper position
to verify test selection.
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
SLIDE
# 1
# 2**
# 3**
# 4**
# 5**
# 6**
# 7
# 8
# 9
#10
#11
#12
Tilt Activator
Height adjustable to
accommodate all patients.
Peripheral Test Slide
Distance Letter Acuity Monocular/Binocular (20/200-20/20)
Pseudoisochromatic Color Perception
Near Letter Acuity Monocular/Binocular (20/100-20/20)
Lateral Phoria (1 Diopter Increments)
Vertical Phoria (1/2 Diopter Increments)
Stereo Depth Perception (400-20 Seconds of Arc)
Fusion
Distance Tumbling "E" Acuity Monocular/Binocular (20/200-20/20)
Tumbling "E" Color Perception
Muscle Balance (Combination Lateral & Vertical Phoria)
Distance Allen Test (20/100-20/30)
* This is a requirement for all airmen over the age of 50.
** These tests are required for F.A.A. vision exam.
Banyan's EMK Includes: "S
Ampules
Benadryl 1ml 50mg/ml (2)
Epinephrine 1ml 1:1,000 Img/ml (2)
Inhalant
Albuterol Inhaler 17gr (1)
Oral Medications
Acetaminophen 325gr (4)
Aspirin 325gr (4)
Diphenhydramine 25mg (4)
Nitroglyccrin 1 /150gr (25)
Prefilled Syringes
Atropine Sulfate 5ml (2)
Dextrose 50% 50ml (1)
Epinephrine 10ml 1:10,000 (2)
Lidocaine 2% 5ml (2)
I.V. Equipment
I.V. Catheter 20 gauge x 1" (2)
I.V. Set w/Y-sitc and clave (1)
Sodium Chloride, 500ml bag (I)
Airway Equipment
Airway, Pediatric (1)
Airway, Small Adult (1)
Airway, Large Adult (1)
Manual Resuscitation
AmbuBag( l )
Mask, Pediatric (1)
Mask, Small Adult (1)
Mask, Large Adult (1)
CPR Mask Adapter (1)
Miscellaneous Equipment
Alcohol Sponges (2)
Gloves (1 pr.)
Scissors (1)
Tape(l)
Tourniquet (1)
l
Needles & Syringes
3cc, 22 gauge x 1" (2)
3cc,25gaugex5/8" (2)
18 gauge x l 1/2" (1)
20 gauge x l 1/2" (1)
22 gauge xl 1/2" (1)
Reference Materials
AHA Algorithm Book (1)
EMK Contents Placard (2)
Seals: Red, Yellow, Green (1 ea)
Monitoring Equipment
Blood Pressure Cuff (1)
Stethoscope (1)
BILLING INFORMATION:
Name:.
E-Mail Address:.
Company/Organization:
Street Address:
P.O. Box Number:,
City:,
State/Province:
Telephone Number: _
_ ZIP/Postal Code:.
_ Fax Number
Credit Card: D American Express Q Discover D MasterCard D VISA
Credit Card Number: _________^____ Exp. Date:
SHIPPING INFORMATION: «F DIFFERENT FROM BILLING.)
Name:.
E-Mail Address:
Company/Organization:,
Street Address:
P.O. Box Number:.
City:.
State/Province: _ ZIP/Postal Code:.
Telephone Number.
Quantity:
. Fax Number:.
Requested Delivery Date:
Banyan International Corporation * P.O.Box 1779 • Abilene, Texas USA 79604
Toll Free 800.351.4530 • Phone 325,677,1874 • Fan 325,677,1373 * www.SanyanAero.com
,504
Ansyr
For Airlines
Dimensions:
1 3.5" xl 0.75" x 6.25"
Slbs.
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Hypertension: How Do I Control It and Continue Flying?
As many as 60 million Americans have hypertension, and most are
completely unaware that they even have it.
BY THE NATIONAL PILOT ASSOCIATION
THIS IS AN ARTICLE to give pilotsthe tools to a healthier lifestyle
and a healthier career.
Hypertension, more commonly
known as high blood pressure, is
more prevalent than most people
believe. Approximately 50-60 mil-
lion Americans have this condition,
and the vast majority, roughly 75%,
is completely unaware that they have
hypertension.
Hypertension is the major risk
factor in cardiac disease, stroke, and
kidney failure. Almost 200,000 peo-
ple die each year in the United States
from complications of hypertension.
The majority of these deaths could be
prevented with proper diagnosis and
treatment. In almost every case, the
hypertension is controllable using one
of the many therapies available on the
market today.
The medical community recogniz-
es "normal" blood pressure as 120/80
or lower. The FAA has set their maxi-
mum allowable number at 155/95.
What this really means to you as a
pilot is that even though you have ac-
ceptable numbers that permit you to
continue flying, it does not mean that
you would not have hypertension.
Many physicians will start patients
on anti-hypertensive medications at
140/90. Remember: The FAA medical
exam is NOT a determination of your
general health or fitness. In addition,
even if a pilot does not meet the FAA
definition of hypertension, being placed
on an anti-hypertensive medication will
require FAA approval prior to returning
to the cockpit.
As a pilot, you should be aware
that the FAA approves most of the
medications for hypertension control
while you are flying, but after there
has been a thorough evaluation of the
condition.
There are several methods of
controlling hypertension. The first
method is almost always a modi-
fication to your diet and exercise
regimen. Reduce silt intake, fats, and
cholesterol in the diet while increas-
ing fiber. Start or modify your exercise
routine, if necessary. And one of the
most important steps to take is to stop
using tobacco in any form.
Once you have been diagnosed
with hypertension, the FAA will
require a Cardiovascular Evaluation
(CVE) before you can be permitted
to continue on flight status. The CVE
may be performed by any treating
physician and does not necessarily
have to be done by your AME or even
by a cardiologist.
Cardiovascular Evaluation
1. Personal, social, and family medi-
cal history.
2. Assessment of risk factors concern-
ing cardiac disease.
3. Clinical exam with a minimum of
3 blood pressure readings.
4. A resting electrocardiogram.
5. Recent lab tests including electro-
lyte, cholesterol, triglycerides, lipid
profiles, fasting glucose levels, potas-
sium, and creatinine.
6. Detailed report of medications,
i.e., medication dosage, side effects,
etc.
7. Exercise stress test ONLY IF
CLINICALLY INDICATED.
Please remember that a CVE can
sometimes be quite time consuming to
have done. The lab tests alone can take
weeks to get the report back from the
laboratory. Explain to your physician
the need for timeliness on all of the CVE
items, including his summary.
After the CVE by your physician,
there are many options available to
treat your hypertension. Before fly-
ing on any medication, you should
tolerate the medication with at most
minimal side effects. You would need
to provide the medical reports to
your AME prior to being permitted
to return to flyine. Remember: Being
J O o
placed on an anti-hypertensive medica-
tion will require FAA approval prior to
returning to the cockpit.
If everything reported is acceptable
and the documentation shows that
your blood pressure is well controlled
without side effects after several days
on their final dosage level of medica-
tion, the AME may issue the medical
certification good for the normal
duration.
For a pilot who has already re-
ported the hypertension and received
an initial clearance, the follow-up
requirements at the next and all
subsequent FAA medical exams are
very simple. All that is required is a
statement from their treating physi-
cian that the individual is in good
health and having no blood pressure
related problems and including some
current blood pressure readings and
medication regimen.
There are several different classes
of medication used to control hyper-
tension, and below is a description of
how they work. The final medication
choice can depend upon many factors
such as the results of the CVE, family
medical history, and any pre-existing
medical conditions, to name a few.
Diuretics. More commonly
known as "water pills," they increase
urination and may assist in decreasing
blood pressure.
Continued on page 14
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Ralph L. Abraham, M.D.
P.O. Box 219
Mangham, LA 71259-0219
Phone:318-248-2807
Family Practice Pilot AME
Thomas Abrahamsson, M.D.
Tranbarsvagen 7
Eskilstuma, Sweden 63353
Phone: 46-735069528
Psychiatry AME
Michael W. Berneking, M.D.
420 East Clinton
Constantine, MI 49042-1216
Phone: 209-435-8666
Family Practice AME
David H. Beyda, M.D.
8945 North 45th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85028-6130
Phone: 602-232-1083
Pediatric Critical Care Pilot AME
John F. Black, M.D., MBA
159 Oakhurst Place
San Antonio, TX 78209-2134
Phone:210-264-5338
Radiology Pilot AME
Matt Broderick, M.D.
1805 Meadow Lake
Charleston, IL 61920-3242
Phone:219-348-0035
Aviation Medicine Pilot AME
Peter W. Brown, M.D.
747 Altos Oaks Drive, Suite 2
Los Altos, CA 94024-5432
Phone: 605-941-4545
Family Practice Pilot AME
Daren Brooks, Lt. (M.D.)
PSC561 Box 178, FPOAP
96310-0019 Japan
Phone: 81-906-032-8266
Navy Flight Surgeon AME
Matthew L. Burman, M.D.
10 West Square Lake Road
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48302-4065
Phone: 248-332-4544
Ophthalmology Pilot AME
Congratulations...
To Mehdi Saghafi, M.D., long-
time member of CAMA—for
receiving his ATP rating in July
2007, when he became 76 years
young!
NEW MEMBERS
H. Jay Bruninga, M.D.
2125 Southbrooke Road
Jacksonville, IL 62650-9201
Phone: 217-473-7386
Ophthalmology Pilot AME
Alan Compton, M.D.
1005 East Grand Blvd.
Corona, CA 92829-2234
Phone:951-737-1454
Family Practice Pilot AME
Charles T. Crinnian, M.D.
10250 North 92nd Street, Suite 304
Scottsdale, AZ 85258-4520
Phone:480-451-7676
Neurology Pilot AME
J. Robert Flood, M.D.
330 Sparks Street, 6th Floor
Ottawa, Canada Kl A 7V8
Phone: 613-993-4772
Aviation Medicine Pilot
Philip Frank, D.O.
850 West 38th Street
Eugene, OR 97405-2302
Phone:541-913-5971
Psychiatry AME
Jack M. Freeman Jr., M.D.
620 Lighthouse Park
Gumming, GA 30041-2071
Phone: 770-887-9366
Emergency Medicine Pilot AME
Mike Garvey, M.D.
10513 South Kedvale
Oak Lawn, IL 61920-4925
Phone: 708-908-0422
Family Practice Pilot AME
David C. Greb, M.D.
28743 Valley Center Road, Suite B
P. O. Box 348
Valley Center, CA 92082-6530
Phone: 760-749-0824
Family Practice AME
David D. Herr, D.O.
508 East Main Street
West Union, OH 45693-8002
Phone: 937-544-7700
Orthopedic Surgery Pilot AME
Kevin Jones, M.D.
214 SW 26lh Avenue, Suite C
Mineral Wells, TX 76067-8249
Phone: 940-325-4426
Family Practice Pilot AME
Walter James Lawrence, M.D.
115 Chewalla Drive
Enterprise, AL 36330-3641
Phone: 334-393-6058
Family Practice Pilot AME
Karen Oldham, M.D.
2395 Cedar Grove Road
Lebanon, TN 37087-7991
Phone:615-515-9111
Aviation Medicine AME
Dawn Schissel, M.D.
230 South 68th Street, Suite 1203
West Des Moines, IA 50266-8176
Phone: 515-471-1800
Family Practice AME
John Schulz, M.D.
404 W. Fountain Street
Albert Lea, MN 56007
Phone: 507-402-4846
Anesthesiology Pilot AME
James M. Steier, M.D.
2206 S. 179th Street
Omaha, NE 68130
Phone: 402-572-3900
Family Practice Pilot AME
Tjong D. Sie, M.D.
4602 West Orchid Lane
Glendale, AZ 85302-5208
Phone:623-934-1166
Family Practice Pilot AME
CAMA, the Civil Aviation Medical Association, Welcomes Our New
Members to the Growing Body of Aviation Medical Advocates!
Special Thanks...
To Richard Jones, M.D., FAA
Chief of Aerospace Medicine, and
his staff—for their outstanding sup-
port of CAMA's San Diego Scientific
Meeting.
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San Diego Meeting Held Just Prior to Devestating Wild Fires; Attracts Record Attendance
••'A' ^ *^*
CONGRATULATIONS to 2007 CAM/4 FELLOWS! (L-R): DRS. MARIAM,
BRVMAN, EIDSON, WILLIAMS, HEINS, WALSREN, STEIN, MILLETT,
BEARD, SILBERMAN, WOLBRINK, AND O'NEIL.
Board members planned events and activities for 2007-
2008, presentations were made on the latest aerospace
medicine happenings, first joint CAMA-FAA recurrent
AME seminar held, tour of the U.S.S. Midway, Honors
banquet... a busy, productive meeting concluded.
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The 2007 Annual
Scientific Meeting
in San Diego was
well attended and
members enjoyed
meetings, field
trips, good food,
fellowship, and
activities for family
members.
INTERNATIONAL
MEMBERS
ATTENDING THE
ANNUAL MEETING.
International
Aviation Medical
Examiners from 11
countries attended
the annual meeting.
They came from
Austria, Sweden,
Brazil, Israel, Canada,
Ethiopia, Australia,
Uganda, Nigeria,
Antigua, and Taiwan,
ROC.
Jim Harris: Celebrating 17 Years With CAM/A and a 'Lifetime' in Aviation Medicine.
J|
^ffedi
IM HARRIS has
been a champion
for aviation
cine for 56 years:
The first 38 were
with the CAA/FAA
and the remainder
with CAMA as
their Executive
V.P. Jim was the
featured speaker
during the Honor's
Night program and
described his career
highlights... including
little-known insights
and observations.
His association
with CAMA began
with a personal
acquaintanceship with
its first president and
each one thereafter.
Jim received the
President's Award
for his many
accomplishments. He
was also named as
a Fellow of CAMA.
Wife, Sammie, also
received recognition
for her many years of
faithful service to the
organization.
EDUCATION
s man's going forward from cocksure
IGNORANCE
to thoughtful
UNCERTAINTY
The Civil Aviation
Medical Association
thanks Mr. James
L. Harris, M.Ed.
FCAMA, for his 17
years of service to
this organization
and to generations
of physicians in the
U.S. and abroad.
Well done, good anc
faithful servant. We
also appreciate your
*ood sense in marry-
ing well and causing
icr to serve along
side of you
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from page 6
A risk manager will do a meticulous
preflight and gather all the necessary
weather and enroute information,
as well as landing conditions and
alternate plans.
Managing risk is an acquired skill,
just as managing any other aspect of
one's life. Assessing risk requires good
judgment and maturity. The most
difficult task in this involves looking
at one's capabilities and an honest
answer to the question: Am I really
ready, prepared, and healthy enough
to accomplish the task?
One must not confuse manag-
ing risk with simple good luck. An
important question to answer before
flying an airplane: Are you a risk taker
or a risk manager?
FP
HYPERTENSION from page 10
Alpha Blockers. These work by
creating an interference with the ner-
vous system. Specifically, they create
an interference of the alpha adrener-
gic system, which acts on the smooth
muscles of the blood vessels.
Beta Blockers. These also work
by creating an interference with the
nervous system, creating an interfer-
ence of the beta adrenergic nervous
system, which transmits signals to
increase the heart rate and dilate the
bronchioles of the lungs.
ACE Inhibitors. This stands for
Angiotensin Converting Enzymes
(ACE) inhibitors. These block the
formation of compounds produced
within the kidney that raise your
blood pressure.
A-II Blockers. A-II blockers works
similarly to ACE Blockers but at a
different step in the process within
the kidneys.
Remember, there are some individual
medications for hypertension control, as
well as certain combinations of medica-
tions that the FAA does not permit to
be taken while on flight duty.
The FAA does not issue a list of
approved medications, so you would
need to check with your AME to see
if the medication that your treatin»
L • •physician wants you to use is permit-
ted by the FAA.
FP
The Marriott Hotel in San Diego Outside Meeting Room
llf
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Close Your Eyes
Recover!
Perhaps the really hard part is
to suck it up, exercise a bit of
humility, and ask for help.
BY ANONYMOUS
[LOSE YOUR EYES...
RECOVER!" How many
'times have you heard
those words, and used your "aviator
toolkit" to fix whatever attitude the
[flight instructor] in the other seat
put you into? Years of experience and
training gave you the tools and confi-
dence to deal with the situation and
recover the joy of controlled flight.
Lest you think this is an article
about basic airmanship, however, I
want to share my situation with an
unusual attitude of a different sort,
one involving having one's eyes closed
while forces I could not understand
caused an upset of a different sort.
Forces present from my youth, am-
plified by the environment of my
first career, abetted by well-meaning
or similarly afflicted friends, led me
down a path that had me in a death
spiral of which I had only minimal
awareness. To my trained eye, ev-
erything was (mostly) fine; blue was
up, brown was down, arrival fuel at
6.0 and WX [weather] was CAVU
[clear, vision unlimited]. Arrival 10
early and a 15-hour overnight easily
erased the buried memories of subtle,
nagging details that, when examined,
needed suppression to maintain my
jovial mood. Careful examination
of the gauges, however, revealed
something amiss: Is that oil quantity
decreasing, vibration increasing, EGT
rising toward redline?
Hopefully, you've gotten this far
wondering, "What is this guy writ-
ing about?" Hopefully, you'll read on
and take a tiny nugget away for your
toolkit, be it for yourself or perhaps
someone you know and/or love.
Hopefully is a purposefully chosen
word, because I want you to know
there is hope for you if you find
yourself in that 60-degree nose-low,
375-knot unusual attitude. (Cue the
heavy part!)
That's where I found myself, nose
down but still flying, gripped by the
"giant hand" of the adult beverage.
Cut the lawn, adult beverage.
Overnight, adult beverage.
Get home from a 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-day,
adult beverage...
Adult beverage before, during,
after dinner...
Someone born, gets married, gets
divorced, dies, adult beverage...
Out with friends, adult beverage...
Out alone, adult beverage...
Home alone, adult beverage...
It's happy hour somewhere, adult
beverage...
Crap, we're running late, 320-knot
descent and press the field, adult
beverage...
It's 0300 and the bar is closed (pack
a picnic lunch), adult beverage.
A healthy dose of fear keeps us
sharp in aviation, but if we have the
affliction of obsession with the adult
beverage, it can keep us in the shad-
ows, afraid to take the steps that can
make us better. If you have that deep
nagging fear that you or someone you
know is having difficulties, I want
to tell you from personal experience
that the SWA Family will help you
transform your life, indeed, get your
life back and it will be a totally posi-
tive experience.
Heck, who wouldn't mind a little
time off, with pay! Little or no sick
time? Pilot Mutual Aid will arrive
twice a month. Long-term disability
kicks in at six months. Financially, it
is virtually painless, and the support
and LUV you get from everyone at
the company, union, and medical
profession will be TOTAL and have
no strings attached. Most importantly,
Russell Noble describes the
Birds of a Feather program to
attendees at the 2007 CAMA
annual meeting.
you will find a new, previously sup-
pressed outlook on life that is free
from fear, free from shackles, and that
has a clarity you might have forgot-
ten. Relationships will improve, inner
angst will diminish, and calmness and
fun will return to your life.
What's the hard part? Taking that
first step (at least for most—if you
commit an aw-s**t at work, on the
road, domestic incident, etc., that
first step may be assisted). Bottom
line: Be the steely-eyed, sky king you
know you are—talk to an aeromedical
committee member, talk to a friend,
talk to that weirdo who quit adult
beverages five years ago.
We all carry that air of superior-
ity and confidence that comes with
decades of accomplishment in avia-
tion, but I'm here to tell you that if
you or someone you know is in the
clutches of the adult beverage, you are
"under the hood" and unable to see
the impending mid-air.
Perhaps the really hard part is to
suck it up, exercise a bit of humility,
and ask for help.
Fly safe, fly sober, fly happy.
F?
On The Horizon
•
KONEXION
Position Opening
Senior Vice President
Clinic Operations
Dubai, UAE
Are you adventurous and want to realize your
professional dreams overseas - Tax Free? If so,
please read on
Our client seeks a professional individual with
expertise in the primary health care/family medicine
or occupational health/aviation medicine industry to
direct, manage and lead the operations of its presti-
gious medical clinic.
jl;:. Do you see your strengths as being able to provide
expertise, guidance, and support to a multicultural
team of medical professionals? We are seeking a
dedicated individual who can deliver a high standard
of medical services, ensuring they meet local and
international best practices and regulatory compli-
ance.
Are you passionate about continuous improve-
ment? Our ideal candidate has proven talent in
optimizing operational systems, whilst promoting
safety and improving team performance.
Are you an entrepreneur at heart? We need
someone who has proven experience in growing
a business and has built a high-performance team
based on strong leadership skills that drive account-
ability and results.
Experience and Qualifications include:
•Advance degree MBA, MHA, or MSC in health-
care management
• Minimum of 10 years' management experience, of
which at least 5 of those years is in a senior manage-
ment position in a clinic or hospital environment
• Experience working in an Occupational Health/
Aviation Medicine environment is preferable
Our client offers an attractive tax-free salary and
a range of generous benefits.
!;•'•:.• If you are interested in joining our team, please
|send your resume by Nov. 23rd to
!_ recruit@konexion.ca
and quote reference no. KMCSVP-18; or contact:
Assunta Bortolazzo at +1 604 437-7731 or Jane
Campardo at +1 250 542-7703 for more information.
Visit www.konexion.ca and let us help you discover
your future.
FAA Aviation Medical Examiner
Seminar Schedule
December 10 - 14
2007
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Basic
2008
January 18-20 Irvine, Calif.
Oph/Otolaryn/Endocrin
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Basic
Minneapolis, Minn.
Neuro-Psycol/Psych
May 12-15 Boston, Mass.
Av Physiol/HumFactors (AsMA)
June 2-6 Oklahoma City, Okla.
Basic
August 1 - 3 Washington, D.C.
Cardiology
November 3-7 Oklahoma City, Okla.
Basic
November 14-16 Reno, Nev.
Neuro-Psycol/Psych
For information, call your regional flight surgeon. To sign
up for a seminar, call the FAA Civil Aerospace Medical
Institute's AME Programs Office: (405) 954-4830
March 3 — 7
April 4-6
Aerospace Medical Association
Annual Meeting Schedule
May 11-16, 2008 Boston, Massachusetts
Civil Aviation Medical Association
Annual Meeting Schedule
October 7-11,2008.
October 14-17, 2009_
. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Crowne Plaza Hotel
2947 N.W. Expressway
_ Rochester, Minnesota
Mayo Clinic
